New Frontiers in Sound Design
The Evolution of Audio in Shared Immersive Experiences
by JASON REINIER and HUGH MCDONALD
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or many interactive designers, the most
important quality of a strong experience
is immersivity—the extent to which users feel
enveloped within a multimodal experience
and lose their awareness of display devices
and interface options.

Personal and Social Sound Spaces
At Ideum, we are undertaking new initiatives to use

This presents an intriguing challenge: What are the most

sound to enhance our experience-design process. (The

effective ways to use current and emerging audio technology

Artist Residency that led to this white paper is one such

to create experiences that can be shared among a group

initiative.) Our ultimate goal is to find new ways to use

while also allowing each user to experience and navigate

emerging technologies in immersive dimensional sound

their own personal soundspace? We have recently

design and focused sound spaces to deliver revolutionary and

established the Immersive Dimensional Sound Lab at our

richly meaningful experiences. We specialize in developing

Corrales campus to explore this and related questions.

multiuser interactive digital experiences for public venues.
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NOAA Photo Library. OAR/ERL/National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL) [Public domain]. Wikimedia Commons.

Audio Perception and Sound Design
Sound has long been one of the most powerful tools available

external ear, that shapes sound waves as they are perceived. Much

to designers and developers for maximizing immersivity. Take a

like everyone has a unique fingerprint, the pinna creates each

moment to reflect on a particularly significant sonic moment that

person’s own earprint. In addition, our responsiveness to sound

created an enduring memory. For the first author, it was a Colorado

wavelengths changes markedly with age. Sound designers must

thunderstorm, a symphony of natural sound with myriad percussive

therefore account for a wide range of possible ways that perceivers

elements. The experience transcended mere audio and visual

may experience sonic environments.

input, creating not only physical sensations but also taking the
perceiver outside himself, away from the concerns of the moment
and into an extraordinary state of timelessness. Accomplishing
this in an exhibit experience—often in a crowded and chaotic
museum environment—requires a thoughtful combination of
content curation, technical expertise, and intuitive interface design.

Another key feature of hearing is that there is no easy way to
completely isolate ourselves from sound. Our eyes respond to
excessive brightness through both voluntary control (closing our
eyelids) and also reflexive responses (as our pupils constrict),
but we did not evolve with a built-in mechanism for closing
our ears. Thus, when we wish to shut out sonic input, we

The human ear and aural perception system is a precision

have to improvise by putting our hands over our ears, wearing

instrument capable of perceiving very fine distinctions in position,

earplugs, or using noise-cancelling headphones. This means

amplitude, and reflection. This ability is what allows us to interpret

that designers working in shared spaces must take care not

the sonic world around us. One key element is the physical structure

to overload public areas with volume or create unintentional

of the ear itself. Each person has a uniquely-shaped pinna, or

cacophonies of competing sound sources.
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Bell Museum of Natural History. Paul Carroll [CC BY 2.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0)]. Wikimedia Commons.

The Evolution of Sound in Public Spaces
Sound has been a part of museum exhibitions and public

it. Soundscapes are delivered over speakers throughout a space;

installations for decades. However, for much of the last century,

they are usually composed of environmental or historical sounds

audio was most often used to supplement experiences that were

and usually don’t include specific voices, which can be distracting

primarily visual in nature. Perhaps the most ubiquitous examples

if broadcast throughout a wide area. Early soundscapes were

are mobile audio tours, which have flourished in museums and

often recorded on magnetic audiotape and delivered in mono

public spaces. These are typically adjunct experiences that aid

(through a single audio channel).

individuals in interpreting information, usually through handheld
mobile devices or headphones. Though newer exhibits employ
more modern sound technologies, this basic approach to
delivering audio information is still in widespread use in
today’s public spaces, particularly with voice descriptions
or storytelling content.
However, handheld audio tours and exhibits equipped with
phone-like audio handsets are by their very nature individual, and
therefore potentially socially isolating, experiences. Headphones
or handsets don’t encourage discussion or sharing among
groups enjoying museum exhibits together. Instead, designers
can focus on building soundscapes, or landscapes of sound, that
create an atmosphere and context for the entire exhibition and
provide audio content for the overall space and all visitors within

Royal Alberta Museum. IQRemix from Canada [CC BY-SA 2.0 (https://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0)]. Wikimedia Commons.
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For example, one classic type of museum exhibit is the

Innovative exhibit developers have long realized that

diorama, a 3D recreation of a distant or lost environment

moving beyond looping single-channel soundtracks and

most

museums.

adding opportunities for interactivity could create more

Often built around taxidermied animal specimens or

engrossing experiences. In the late 1960s, visitors to

plaster human figures against painted backgrounds,

Oakland, California’s Fairyland, an outdoor installation for

the more immersive dioramas included soundtracks

children, could insert a “magic key” into a device with

emitting, for example, animal calls or the sounds of

a speaker to initiate audio playback. Although limited

human settlements. (In fact, a 2012 exhibition at Drexel

technically, experiences like this have been successful in

University’s

making audio content more central to an experience—but

associated

with

Academy of

natural

Natural

history

Sciences

retrofitted

vintage dioramas with recorded natural sounds to enhance

this use of sound could hardly be termed immersive.

their immersivity.)

Fairyland, Oakland, CA. Wikimedia Commons.
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It’s a Small World. Patrick Pelletier [CC BY-SA 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)]. Wikimedia Commons.

Audio Takes Center Stage
In 1966, Disneyland opened an experience that proved to be

and others from the right, giving the listener the sense of being

a significant milestone in sonic design: It’s a Small World. This

within the orchestra or band itself. In museum exhibits, stereo

revolutionary ride took visitors on a journey designed to dazzle

creates a new sense of closeness, depth, and movement, and has

ears as well as eyes. It is not insignificant that the song itself is

been used to create effective soundscapes involving a wide variety

remembered by scores of visitors and has worked its way into

of natural and manmade sounds.

collective memory as one of the most-heard songs in history.

For example, working with the Smithsonian Institution’s National

Importantly, however, the first iteration of It’s a Small World’s

Museum of the American Indian, the first author designed a Great

audio design was notably unsuccessful. Originally, the attraction

Plains soundscape in which prairie breezes, soaring birds, and

featured choirs of dolls singing the national anthems of

herds of wild horses moved across the gallery—and seemingly just

countries across the globe. The result was an indecipherable

past and over the transfixed visitor—through a stereo soundscape

cacophony. To remedy this situation, songwriting siblings The

delivered through multiple overhead speakers. The value of the

Sherman Brothers composed a simple song that could be

sound design here was that it gave the exhibition a very vivid

translated into many languages and sung consistently during

sense of atmospheric context for the beautifully crafted Native

the ride. The lesson? Layering audio content can easily obscure

American shirts presented in the gallery.

key content unless care is taken to unify sonic approaches
throughout the experience.

The latter part of the 20th century also saw the beginning of the
digital revolution in audio. All microphones turn sound waves into

During the 1960s and 1970s, stereo sound began to replace

electrical signals, but analog and digital recordings process those

monaural as the standard process in musical recordings—and in

signals in different ways. Analog recordings are made by printing

museum exhibitions. Stereo greatly enhances the immersive effect

the variations in a microphone’s signal directly onto another

of recorded sound through spatial positioning. In music, stereo

medium, such as the magnetic tape in a cassette or the grooves

allows for the sound of some instruments to come from the left

in a vinyl record. With digital recordings, the microphone’s signal is
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instead converted into a series of numbers that are then decoded
by software in the playback device.
The move to digital sound greatly influenced the rapid
development of audio in public spaces. With analog sound delivery,
magnetic tape was the most commonly used medium—but tape
is fragile, so these devices often became damaged and required
excessive maintenance. The first author used looping cassette tapes
to deliver audio for One Story About June Riley, a photographic
exhibition by San Francisco artist Susan Schwartzenberg first
on public view in 1999. After only a few weeks of public display,
the exhibition’s sound became increasingly distorted and required
replacement. The move to looping compact disk playback, a digital
medium, enhanced audio fidelity and reliability for such installations

Sound can be a powerful tool for evoking a sense of place. Charles Knowles
[CC BY 2.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0)]. Wikimedia Commons.

and paved the way for much broader audio experimentation.
Multitrack digital audio production allows for immersive sound
to be delivered through an array of speakers and requires very little
maintenance. In the Exploratorium’s 1999 Frogs exhibition, new
digital sound techniques were used to create a contemplative
natural environment. Visitors entered the exhibit through a
wooden bridge featuring the sounds of a thunderstorm on a
tin roof. The exhibition also included an immersive space
designed to transport visitors to a peaceful summer back porch,
with an 8-channel digital soundtrack composed by combining
recordings of multiple frog species. Visitors enjoyed a biologically
accurate amphibian orchestra that generated a compelling sense
of place. (Ideum Creative Director Jim Spadaccini, who worked at

Entrance to the Frogs exhibition. Courtesy Michael Brown.

the Exploratorium at the time, also built an interactive game for the
web that allowed visitors to use the exhibition’s digital recordings to
create their own unique frog chorus).
More than a decade later, the original Frogs soundscape was
relaunched at a new multi-channel sonic exhibition space at the
Exploratorium. For this iteration, the soundscape was delivered
through a computer-based 8-channel program created in MAX
Msp, an audio-visual programming software platform created
by Cycling 74. MAX Msp gives experience designers flexibility
in integrating sound and light to create complex sensory
environments, and it has been used to create multichannel
audio systems at a wide range of venues, including the Oakland
Museum of California’s Natural Sciences Gallery (2013),
Seattle’s Smith Tower (2017), and the Climate Garden 2085 at
San Francisco’s Swissnex Gallery (2017).

Frogs was designed to create a deeply compelling sense of a warm
evening on the back porch. Virginia State Parks [CC BY 2.0 (https://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0)]. Wikimedia Commons.
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Adam Jones: Man at Exhibit on Lunch Counter Desegregation Protests. Center for Civil and Human Rights. Wikimedia Commons.

Sound Design Today and Tomorrow
Today, increasingly rapid technological advances, such

sound and gallery-wide integrated sound systems, plays a

as virtual and augmented reality-based exhibits, are

key role in maximizing opportunities for fostering empathy.

making it possible to design and build experiences more

For example, the Lunch Counter Experience, developed by

engrossing than ever before. Such experiences allow

the Rockwell Group for The Center for Civil and Human

designers to extend the concept of immersivity to create

Rights in Atlanta in 2014, merges storytelling and binaural

not just a sense of place but feelings of empathy as well.

sound technology. Here, visitors take a seat at a modern

More and more, curators and artists are recognizing the

replica of the Greensboro lunch counter, don headphones,

importance of promoting empathy in exhibitions, not only to

and activate the exhibit to understand the discipline and focus

strengthen the experience itself but as a means of extending

needed to maintain composure within a violent environment,

the power of an exhibit to foster action and engagement

which is enhanced by three-dimensional binaural soundtrack

beyond gallery walls (Gokcigdem, 2016). And, critically,

and physical seat-shakers.

innovative sound design, such as directional and binaural
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At the Peabody Essex Museum in 2016, focused Panphonic

vertically, guiding visitors to the upper galleries. In the immersive

Sound Shower speakers, which utilize ultrasound propagation of

exhibition on the 6th floor, visitors laid on a large bench and listened

audio, created “immersive pools” for an exhibition of the paintings

to a multichannel sound piece created out of visitors chanting "om."

of Childe Hassam. Environmental sounds and smells, augmented

Collected at the museum over time, these sounds were mixed into

by breezes created by overhead fans, delivered a multisensory

an exquisite choral piece designed to fully envelop visitors’ ears.

experience of the island where Hassam painted his works.
Visitors walking into the zone created by the focused sound felt
like they were actually on the island while viewing Hassam’s
moving paintings.

Universities are also creating new facilities and programs to
explore dimensional sound technologies. Stanford’s Center for
Computer Research in Music and Acoustics designed GRAIL (Giant
Radial Array for Immersive Listening), a large-scale loudspeaker

Audio also played a central role in the exhibition The World is

system with hardware and software control components. And

Sound at New York’s Rubin Museum. One of the main components

Virginia Tech recently created The Cube, a four-story state-of-the-

of this 2017 exhibition was a soundscape delivered on a spiral

art theater and laboratory serving multiple platforms of creative

staircase spanning the 6-floor exhibition space. Multiple speakers

practice by faculty, students, researchers, and guest artists.

positioned throughout the staircase allowed sound to move

Dynamic sonic stairway at The World is Sound.
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I

mmersive sound pushes the experience to a
new level by using speakers mounted high on
walls or a ceiling. This creates a dome of sound
that envelops the listener in three rather than
just two sonic dimensions.

From Surround Sound to Immersive Sound
Nearly everyone is familiar with the concept of surround

(and sometimes in the floor as well). This creates a dome of

sound. This technique, which debuted in 1940 with the

sound that envelops the listener in three rather than just two

Disney Film Fantasia, has evolved over time to become

sonic dimensions. In addition, while traditional channel-based

the standard for movie theaters throughout the world.

audio can be used to create immersive sound, a new type of

Surround sound employs 5.1 or 7.1 configurations (five or

audio design called object-based audio is even more effective.

seven speakers and one subwoofer) to envelop the listener in

Object-based audio allows sound designers to position and

the audio experience. With surround sound, audio content is

move sounds to specific spaces within an area. And the next

encoded for playback through specific speakers in a predefined

generation of immersive sound design adds reality-based

arrangement. Although surround sound creates a more immersive

dimensional spatialization to surround sound. Ambisonic and

experience than its predecessors, it is still fundamentally based

binaural recording techniques, along with focused speakers

on a left-right stereo format with an added center channel

adding discrete sound zones to immersive ambient spaces, can

(usually for voice) and a subwoofer for low frequencies.

allow designers to recreate three-dimensional sound domes in

Immersive sound pushes this multi-channel experience to a new

large complex spaces.

level by using speakers mounted high on walls or a ceiling
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Ideum’s Immersive Dimensional Sound Lab allows experimentation with emerging audio technologies to create compelling sonic environments.

Ideum’s Immersive Dimensional Sound Laboratory
A key goal of our new Sound Lab is to use our acoustically-

for museum exhibits for a number of years. The company

treated space to explore new solutions for multiuser sound

collaborated with the Museum of Science in Boston, the

experiences. We are experimenting with ways of achieving

WGBH National Center for Accessible Media, and Audience

this through the creative use of updated directional speaker

Viewpoints to helm the NSF- and IMLS-supported Creating

designs to create tightly focused pools of sound for individual

Museum Media for Everyone (CMME) project. One outcome

listeners at exhibits based around multitouch tables. From

of this project was an Audio Toolkit (2014) comprised of a

January through May 2018, Ideum invited digital sound

set of flexible tools for using sound to communicate ideas

artist Jason Reinier to develop the IDS Lab and explore new

at exhibits. (Ideum recently put out a white paper available

ideas and initiatives with exhibit design staff. Reinier led

on our website exploring the evolution of techniques for

project teams through sessions on how to introduce “sound

maximizing exhibit accessibility; see McDonald, Bahram, and

moodboards” early in the exhibit design process, facilitated

Spadiccini, 2018.)

sound design production for a variety of interactive and
immersive experiences, and contributed to a wide range of
proposals in fully immersive exhibit design.

The IDS Lab will facilitate collaboration within Ideum’s
Creative Services team for developing new approaches to
sound and promoting experimentation with new acoustic design

We are also seeking ways to improve and enhance our

models. The Lab officially opened in April 2018. We are already

recently-developed Audio Accessibility Layer (Ideum, 2018;

busy creating immersive soundscapes for current projects—and

Spadaccini, 2018), an intuitive gesture-based approach to

experimenting with new possibilities for the next generation of

providing narration and description of onscreen elements for

multisensory exhibit experiences.

eyes-free use. Ideum has focused on improving accessibility
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About Ideum
Ideum is an innovative design company based in Corrales,
New Mexico. The firm focuses on creating the next generation

For more information, please visit www.ideum.com
or contact Esther Lombardi at (505) 792-1110 ext. 1.

of visitor experiences that blend the physical and digital realms.
Along with its Creative Services software group, Ideum designs
and produces integrated and hardened large-scale multitouch
tables and touch walls for museums, educational institutions,
government agencies, and Fortune 500 companies. It has
developed multitouch tables and screens since 2008, and its
products have been sold in more than 41 countries.
This white paper is the product of a 2018 Artist Residency which brought Jason Reinier of Earprint to Ideum to coordinate
experimentation with digital sound in immersive experiences.
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